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In this work, a virtual submerged floating operational system (VSFOS) based on parallel and serial robotic platforms is proposed.
The primary aim behind its development lies in carrying out simulated underwater manipulation experiments in an easier and
safer way. This VSFOS is consisted of a six-degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) parallel platform, an ABB serial manipulator, an inertial
sensor, and a real-time industrial computer. The 6-DOF platform is used to simulate the movement of an underwater vehicle,
whose attitude is measured by the inertial sensor. The ABB manipulator, controlled by the real-time industrial computer, works as
an operational tool to perform underwater manipulation tasks. In the control system architecture, software is developed to receive
the data collected by the inertial sensor, to communicate and send instructions. Furthermore, the real-time status of themanipulator
is displayed in this software. To validate the proposed system, two experiments have been conducted to test its performance. In the
first experiment, the test is carried out to check the communication function of VSFOS, while in the second one, the manipulator is
intended to follow themovement of the parallel platform and perform simulated operational task in the space.The obtained results
from these two experiments show clearly the effectiveness and the performance of the proposed VSFOS.

1. Introduction

As the ocean attracts great attention on environmental
issues and resources, the need for and use of underwater
operational systems become more and more demanding [1–
3]. With significant advances of different types of mobile
robots and manipulators in a bunch of application fields
[4–9], marine robots including unmanned surface vehicles
(USVs) [10–12], remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) [13,
14], and autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) [15–18]
have been well developed in last decades [19–22]. Recently,
submerged floating operational systems (SFOS), represented
by underwater vehicles equipped with manipulators, have
evolved from laboratory engineering prototypes into mature
field tools for underwater operational applications [23–27].
As illustrated in Figure 1, SFOS can replace a human diver
to perform underwater robotic tasks in harsh and dangerous

environments, such as underwater salvage, and underwater
pipeline inspection, ship maintenance [18, 28–31].

Owing to its great application perspectives, research and
investigations concerning SFOS have already been launched
all over theworld [32, 33].TheDeep SubmergenceOperations
Group developed the Jason ROV at the WHOI Deep Sub-
mergence Laboratory in 1989 [34]. Equipped with a custom-
designed 5-axis robotic arm, this ROV is able to perform a
wide variety of scientific tasks including temperature mea-
surements and underwater deployment, as well as sampling
of sediments and biological organisms. Within the European
project TRITON, a manipulator installed on the autonomous
underwater vehicle was used to open/close a valve [35].
The Nereus vehicle designed by Deep Submergence Lab at
WHOI, USA, in 2008 was carrying a six-degree-of-freedom
(DOF) electrohydraulic robot arm to conduct the benthic
survey operations [36, 37]. The Polar-ARV designed by the
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Figure 1: Illustration of a submerged floating operational system (SFOS). Left: a remotely operated vehicle (ROV) equipped with a
manipulator laying the cables on the sea floor. Right: an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) carrying a torch for underwater welding.
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Figure 2: View of the proposed virtual submerged floating operational system (VSFOS) in the laboratory.

Shenyang Institute of Automation (SIA) canwork as amoving
underwater platform for monitoring marine environment
under ice [38].

Although these applications of SFOS have already been
so extensive, there are still a lot of limits when it comes to
the experimental research and system test of SFOS. These
limitations are as follows: First of all, based on underwater
operational experiments of SFOS, it may cost a lot of
time and money as well as many labor force. Secondly,
suitable environment conditions such as weather condition
will be required for the success of the underwater operations.
Thirdly, harsh and dangerous undersea environments with
high uncertainty may render the experiments very delicate
to be carried out [39–43].

In order to help researchers performing all kinds of
underwater operational experiments, a virtual submerged
floating operational system (VSFOS) was built up at the
school of Naval Architecture and Ocean Engineering in
Wuhan, China. As illustrated in Figure 2, theVSFOS ismainly
composed of four parts, the parallel kinematic platform,
the ABB serial manipulator, the inertial navigation sensor,
and the real-time industrial computer. The ABBmanipulator
is installed on the upper surface of the parallel platform
executing an operational intervention tool. At the same time,

the 6-DOFplatform completes its translational and rotational
motions in the 3D space to simulate the movement of the
underwater vehicle and environmental disturbances. The
inertial navigation sensor is mounted on the moving plate
of the parallel platform to monitor its attitude change. The
main control part of the VSFOS is a real-time industrial
computer, responsible for providing instructions to the ABB
serial manipulator. In fact, the underwater vehicle and car-
rying manipulator are disturbed with complex underwater
environment. The manipulator and the platform are joined
rigidly in underwater operation system and VSFOS. And
the ocean disturbance on the manipulator robot is difficult
to simulate actively. Hence, for the control scheme of the
manipulator, the disturbances fromunderwater environment
and platform can be equivalent to the slow disturbance from
the platform. In this sense, the proposed VSFOS is used to
replace the underwater vehicle and support the manipulator.
Yet, for the manipulator, the parallel platform is used to
generate all external disturbances to the manipulator. An
inertial navigation sensor is mounted on the lower surface
of the 6-DOF platform to monitor its attitude change. The
main control part of our VSFOS is a real-time industrial
computer, responsible for providing instructions to the ABB
serial manipulator.
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Table 1: Hardware features of the VSFOS.

Equipment Composition Industrial applications Role in VSFOS
ABB manipulator Manipulator/Controller welding/assembly handling Operational tool
6-DOF parallel
platform electric cylinders/AC servo motors/steel platform virtual reality for simulated

driving cars, aircraft
operational: Simulates the

underwater vehicles
Inertial navigation
sensor gyroscope/accelerometer/accelerometer/thermometer automobile/aircraft/ocean measures the movement of

the 6DOF platform

In terms of control point of view, two critical questions
may arise. The first one deals with the communication
problem with the ABB manipulator, where a lot of efforts
have been made to break the communication blockade of
this industrial manipulator to be able to have access to
the low level control. Indeed, commercial industrial robotic
manufacturers typically provide a joystick or a static off-line
programming interface for the customers, where the control
type ismainly appropriate for simple and respective tasks, but
not for the VSFOS since a sophisticated real-time control of
the manipulator is necessary [44]. To overcome this problem,
we developed control software with an open monitoring
interface [45], thanks to which, the communication bridge
between the manipulator and the industrial computer was
successfully built up.

The second critical question is how to simulate the
underwater operational tasks making use of the hardware
equipment of the VSFOS. Controlling the 6-DOF parallel
platform and the ABB manipulator separately is a rela-
tively easy task. However, when it comes to controlling
the manipulator to do some accurate operations while its
base is following the movement of the parallel platform,
the task will be much more challenging. To achieve this
function, two requirements ought to be met. Firstly, the
attitude change of the parallel platform should bemeasured in
real-time; secondly, themanipulator ought to compensate the
movement of the platform in real-time. Indeed, the inertial
navigation sensor can work under the condition of high
speed, and control software was developed to perform the
real-time control of the manipulator. In this way, the two
requirements are fulfilled. As a result, the VSFOS can be
used to conduct the simulated underwater experiments in a
laboratory environment.

To sum up, this paper mainly introduces a new virtual
submerged floating operational system (VSFOS) designed to
make it easier and safer to conduct underwater operational
simulations. The organization of this paper is as follows. In
Section 2, a detailed description of our VSFOS, including
hardware and software, is presented. The solution to the two
critical questions regarding the control of the VSFOS system
is detailed in Sections 3 and 4. In Section 5, simulation
and real-time experiments are presented and discussed.
The last part presents the concluding remarks and future
works.

2. System Architecture

In this section, the hardware framework of VSFOS is pre-
sented firstly with a description of each component, and then

the connections of all the hardware equipment are presented
in the software description part.

2.1. Description of the Hardware. VSFOS consists of five
main equipment pieces, the six-degree-of-freedom (6-DOF)
parallel robotic platform, the ABB serial robotic manipulator,
themanipulator controller, the inertial navigation sensor, and
the real-time industrial computer. The overall architecture of
the system is illustrated in Figure 3.

The 6-DOF parallel platform is fixed on the ground with
three bolts. A laptop is connected to the platform through
an ethernet cable to send the control commands to drive the
platform. The ABB manipulator is mechanically attached to
the moving base of the parallel platform by three positioning
screws. Consequently, the base of the serial manipulator
follows the movement of the 6-DOF parallel platform. The
inertial navigation sensor is fixed on the upper surface of
the platform to measure in real-time the orientation of
the platform. The information collected by this sensor is
transmitted to the real-time industrial computer through a
USB data cable.The industrial computer and themanipulator
controller are connected through another ethernet cable,
thanks to which, the control instructions can be sent to the
manipulator controller and the real-time status can be fed
back to the computer.

The features description of the ABB manipulator, the 6-
DOF platform, and the inertial navigation sensor is summa-
rized in Table 1.

The ABB manipulator IRB 1600 is a 6-axis industrial
manipulator produced by ABB Company. This manipulator
is equipped with a strong power system, and its end-effector
can carry a payload doup to 10Kg;moreover, it is also suitable
for high precision operations, since its positioning accuracy
is 0.35 mm and its repeatability is 0.05 mm. Owing to these
characteristics, the IRB 1600 is widely used inmany industrial
tasks, like arc welding, packaging, and material handling.
Taking advantage of its strong power and high precision, we
make it an operational tool in the proposed VSFOS.

The 6-DOF parallel platform created by MOTUS Com-
pany is a six-degree-of-freedom parallel kinematic machine
(PKM). Its six legs are composed of electric cylinders,
equipped with six AC servo motors inside the legs to control
the piston rod of the electric cylinders. This platform can
be typically used to provide a simulation environment for
automobile driving, aircraft piloting, and some other enter-
tainment devices.Therefore, we combine its translational and
rotational motions to simulate the movement of underwater
vehicles in VSFOS, as illustrated in Figure 16.
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Figure 3: Illustration of the overall composition of the VSFOS. Connections between all the components are represented by arrows, and the
overall layout of the system is in the middle of the picture.

The INS (inertial navigation sensor) IG-500A is used to
accurately measure the attitude angles of the VSFOS. Based
on theMEMS (Microelectromechanical Systems) technology,
the INS IG-500A can calculate the precise 3D direction
data by 3 gyroscopes, 3 accelerometers, 3 magnetometers,
and a thermometer. It is commonly used in automobile,
aerospace, and other vessels. In our VSFOS, the INS IG-500A
is used to measure the attitude angles of the 6-DOF parallel
platform.

2.2. Software Description. In order to control the whole
system and monitor it in real-time, control software pro-
grammed in C SHARP language is developed. Taking advan-
tage of this software, different functions have been developed
for the following purposes:

(i) receiving the information collected by the inertial
navigation sensor through serial port communica-
tion;

(ii) planning the trajectory for the serial manipula-
tor by combining the received data, the manipula-
tor kinematics, and the manipulator motion con-
straints;

(iii) transmitting motion instructions to the IRC5 con-
troller and get the real-time status of the manipulator
back through network communication.

In summary, three main functions of the software which
ensure well operating conditions are the serial port commu-
nication, the manipulator control, and the network commu-
nication, as illustrated in Figure 4.

The sensor sticking to the upper moving base of the
6-DOF parallel platform can measure the attitude angles
of the platform. The collected data will then be sent to
the industrial computer through the serial port, after being
filtered and analyzed. The attitude measurement information
will be parsed out from the processed data. As illustrated in
Figure 4, the letter S refers to the processed data, and the
letter T denotes the calculated homogeneous transformation
matrix. Once the 6-DOF parallel platform starts moving,
the manipulator ought to follow the motion. In order to
make each joint of the manipulator moving to the target
position smoothly, we need to plan carefully the reference
joint trajectory for the mobile manipulator. Finally, the joint
angles instructions newly generated will be sent to the
controller through the network communication; meanwhile,
the real-time status of the manipulator will be fed back to the
industrial computer.

2.2.1. Serial Port Communication. The data collected by the
inertial navigation sensor are transmitted to the indus-
trial computer through the serial port communication.
The received data should be packaged in a certain format
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Figure 4: View of the proposed software architecture of the VSFOS.

Figure 5: View of the control software interface.

according to the communication protocol; thus, we can parse
and analyze it according to this protocol.The communication
protocol is described in Table 2.

As shown in Figure 5, the serial port communication unit
is displayed at the bottom of the control software interface.
To receive the collected data, we need to choose the proper

port and bound rate. Then by clicking the “Open serial port”
button, the software will parse the data and display it in the
corresponding frame. For example, the “Angle data” frame
tells the Euler angle of the platform relative to the base
coordinate system as well as its linear velocity and angular
acceleration; the “Angle initialization” button is set to define
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Figure 6: Joint diagram of IRB 1600. 𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖, 𝑧𝑖 represent the coordinate axes. 𝑎𝑖, 𝜃𝑖, 𝑑𝑖 𝛼𝑖 refer to the D-H parameters.

Table 2: Serial port communication protocol.

Frame domain Size(bit) Description
Packet header 1 0XA5
Data ID 1 01∼06
Data length 1 n
Data domain 0∼8 Data
CRC check 16 Cyclic Redundancy Check
Packet Tail 1 0X5A

the initial state of the sensor. The bottom right side of the
interface is an Excel control, which can be used to display all
the current data, as well as save and export it to an Excel file.

2.2.2. Manipulator Control. Themanipulator control scheme
gives joint angles instructions to joint motors to make
the end-effector reach the right position and orientation.
Therefore, it is necessary to set a target value for each joint and
monitor the real-time position and orientation of the end-
effector. As shown in Figure 5, in the manipulator control
unit, the “Operational panel” frame is used to choose the
planning trajectory for the manipulator, and the “Position
data” and “Joint angles” frames are designed to display the
position and orientation information of the TCP (tool center
point). In addition, there is a “Manipulator data” frame, in
which the target and current position and joint angles of the
manipulator are displayed.

2.2.3. Network Communication. In order to perform the real-
time control of the manipulator, we choose to communi-
cate with the manipulator controller through the network

communication. As illustrated in Figure 5, the network com-
munication part is located at the top of the interface. Once
starting the software, by clicking the “Connect” button, it
will search the on-line manipulator controller automatically.
There are two pieces of information to identify the correct
controller, which are the “system name” and the “IP address”.
Once the connection with the manipulator controller is
set, we get access to exchange data with the manipulator
controller. In other words, we can write variables to the
controller to update the position and orientation of the end-
effector. Meanwhile, the system variables are available to
observe the real-time status of themanipulator, which include
joint angles and the position information of the TCP.

3. Manipulator Kinematics

TheABB serialmanipulator IRB 1600 is a robotic armwith six
rotational joints, equipped with an operation tool installed
at the end joint. In order to get the position and orientation
of this TCP (tool center point) with respect to the base,
it is necessary to model the manipulator mathematically.
The universal way to model a manipulator is based on the
Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) method [46]. The D-H method
introduces the four steps of manipulator model, which
are manipulator modeling, forward kinematics, inverse
kinematics, and path planning.

3.1. Manipulator Modeling. The first step in the Denavit-
Hartenberg (D-H) method is to build the D-H model of
the manipulator; this model contains two parts, namely, the
joint diagram of the manipulator and the D-H parameters
table. The joint diagram can be drawn according to the joint
features and mechanical structure parameters, as illustrated
in Figure 6.
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Table 3: Denavit-Hartenberg parameters table of IRB 1600 robot manipulator.

𝑖 𝑎𝑖(𝑚𝑚) 𝛼𝑖(∘) 𝑑𝑖(𝑚𝑚) 𝜃𝑖(∘)
1 150 -90 486.5 𝜃1
2 700 0 0 𝜃2-90
3 0 90 0 𝜃3+180
4 0 -90 600 𝜃4
5 0 90 0 𝜃5
6 0 90 65 𝜃6-90

Table 4: D-H parameters explanation.

Parameters Meaning Detailed explanation
𝑎𝑖 Link length the distance from joint axis (i-1) to joint axis i
𝛼𝑖 Link twist the angle from joint axis (i-1) to joint axis i
𝑑𝑖 Link offset the distance from joint 𝑋𝑖−1 to𝑋𝑖𝜃𝑖 Joint angle the angle between joint 𝑋𝑖−1 to𝑋𝑖

Based on the joint diagram and the products brochure
of the ABB manipulator IRB 1600, the key parameters can
be listed in Table 3. The key parameters are reconfirmed
by manoeuvring the manipulator and observing the data
feedback on the host computer.

Four important D-H parameters used in D-H method,
namely, 𝑎𝑖, 𝛼𝑖, 𝑑𝑖, 𝜃𝑖, are explained in Table 4.

3.2. Manipulator Forward Kinematics. To describe the trans-
lation and rotation of the frame 𝑖−1with respect to the frame𝑖, a 4 × 4 homogeneous transformation matrix 𝑖−1𝑖𝐴 is used
with the following structure.

𝑖−1
𝑖𝐴 =

[[[[[
[

cos 𝜃𝑖 − sin 𝜃𝑖 cos𝛼𝑖 sin 𝜃𝑖 sin 𝛼𝑖 𝑎𝑖 cos 𝜃𝑖
sin 𝜃𝑖 cos 𝜃𝑖 cos 𝛼𝑖 cos 𝜃𝑖 sin 𝛼𝑖 𝑎𝑖 sin 𝜃𝑖
0 sin 𝛼𝑖 cos𝛼𝑖 𝑑𝑖
0 0 0 1

]]]]]
]

(1)

As explained above, the IRB 1600 manipulator has six
rotational joints. Then, to get the transformation matrix from
the base frame to the TCP, we are supposed tomultiply all the
transformation matrices together from i=1 to i = N, where N
is the number of joints of the manipulator. The mathematical
expression of the transformation matrix from the base frame
to the TCP is then given by the following.

0
6𝑇 = 01𝐴 × 12𝐴 × 23𝐴 × 34𝐴 × 45𝐴 × 56𝐴 (2)

All of the D-H parameters used in the transformation
matrix are constant except for the joint angles 𝜃𝑖. Therefore,
once the values of the joint angles are obtained, it is simple
and straightforward to get the transformation matrix 06𝑇, in
which the position and orientation of the end-effector with
respect to the base are calculated.

3.2.1. Manipulator Inverse Kinematics. In the general sense,
the inverse kinematics of manipulator means calculating the

joint angles when the position and orientation of the end-
effector is given.This problem ismuchmore complex than the
forward kinematics due to the fact that there often existsmore
than one set of joint angles that satisfy the given position and
orientation. For the case of the IRB 1600 manipulator, on the
premise of knowing the transformation matrix 06𝑇 between
the base center and the TCP of themanipulator, the process of
solving the inverse kinematics equation to get the joint angle
of joint 1 is as follows.

0
6𝑇 =

[[[[[
[

𝑛𝑥 𝑜𝑥 𝑎𝑥 𝑝𝑥
𝑛𝑦 𝑜𝑦 𝑎𝑦 𝑝𝑦
𝑛𝑧 𝑜𝑧 𝑎𝑧 𝑝𝑧
0 0 0 1

]]]]]
]

(3)

The elements 𝑛𝑥,𝑦,𝑧, 𝑜𝑥,𝑦,𝑧, 𝑎𝑥,𝑦,𝑧 refer to the attitude of the
operational tool, and the element 𝑝𝑥,𝑦,𝑧 refers to its position
with respect to the base. Similarly, another expression of the
transformation matrix 06𝑇 is as follows.

𝑇 = 𝐴1 × 𝐴2 × 𝐴3 × 𝐴4 × 𝐴5 × 𝐴6 (4)

Multiplying both sides of (4) by the inverse of the matrix
A1, we get the following.

𝐴1−1 × 𝑇 = 𝐴2 × 𝐴3 × 𝐴4 × 𝐴5 × 𝐴6 (5)

Calculating both sides of (5), the matrix on the left side
of the equation equals the one on the right. Thus, we get the
following.

𝜃1 = ± arctan 𝑝𝑦 − 650𝑜𝑦𝑝𝑥 − 650𝑜𝑥 (6)

From (6), it can be seen that the joint angle 𝜃1 has two
solutions.

𝜃1 = arctan
𝑝𝑦 − 650𝑜𝑦
𝑝𝑥 − 650𝑜𝑥

𝜃1 = arctan
𝑝𝑦 − 650𝑜𝑦
𝑝𝑥 − 650𝑜𝑥 + 𝜋

(7)
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In the same way, the rest of joint angles from 𝜃2 to 𝜃6
can be computed. Hence, there are multiple sets of solution
for the manipulator robot. And there is a great deal of
difference between the two solutions for each joint angle. In
the numerical control process, the solution which has smaller
difference with the joint angle in the last control period is
preferred. Hence, the optimization principle can be ensured.

3.3. Path Planning. Path planning, also referred to as trajec-
tory generation, is the act of describing the desired motion
of a manipulator in multidimensional space over a period
of time. To decrease the vibration of the manipulator at
the initial and final points, it is very common to use cubic
polynomials interpolation methods to generate point-to-
point trajectories of the joint angles. Taking the current joint
angles as the initial value and the joint angles calculated by
solving the inverse kinematics equations as the target value,
the planned joint angles expression with respect to time can
be expressed by the following.

𝜃𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝑎0𝑖 + 𝑎1𝑖𝑡 + 𝑎2𝑖𝑡2 + 𝑎3𝑖𝑡3, 𝑖 ∈ (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) (8)

Four constraints about the initial and final conditions of the
joint angles are used to compute the coefficients of (8). These
constraints are expressed by the following formula.

𝜃𝑖 (0) = 𝜃0𝑖,
𝜃𝑖 (𝑡𝑓) = 𝜃𝑓𝑖,
̇𝜃𝑖 (0) = 0,
̇𝜃𝑖 (𝑡𝑓) = 0

(9)

By solving (8) and (9), we can evaluate the designed joint
angles at any sample time.

4. Communication with
the Robotic Manipulator

For the ABBmanipulator, a simulation and off-line program-
ming software, RobotStudio, are provided by the manufac-
turer. Programming with RAPID language and downloading
it to the manipulator controller are allowed by using the
RobotStudio software. Indeed, this might be the simplest
method to achieve the communication with the manipulator
compared with other manual control methods. However, it
is not suitable for the VSFOS, due to the high real-time
control demands of the VSFOS. Therefore, getting rid of the
traditional control method for the manipulator and breaking

the communication blockade of this industrial manipulator
are demanded. During our research and development of
VSFOS, three methods have been tested to communicate
with the manipulator controller, which are “read/write files”,
“socket communication”, and “develop software using PC
SDK”; detailed descriptions of these methods are presented
in the following paragraph.

4.1. Read/Write Files. Read/write files make use of files to
transmit information between the industrial computer and
the manipulator controller. At the computer side, a “.doc”
file is edited with control instructions inside. Meanwhile, at
the controller side, a RAPID program is edited to receive
and parse control instructions. Similarly, the current status
of the manipulator can be written in another file and then
fed back to the industrial computer. To realize the “sending”
function, we take advantage of RobotStudio software, thanks
to which, the industrial computer can get the “write access”
of the manipulator controller. Detailed description of this
communication architecture is illustrated in Figure 7.

The control variables of the manipulator, such as the
“jointtarget” variables (joint angle) and the “robtarget” vari-
ables (position of TCP), are written in those files and then
transmitted from the computer to the controller. Therefore,
with RobotStudio software, conducting the transmission
job, the values of these variables can be changed by read-
ing/writing these files. Indeed, control instructions can be
sent to the controller and the status information of the
manipulator can be fed back. The principle of this method
is very simple; however, when it comes to the problem of
real-time constraints, this method cannot meet the needed
requirements.

4.2. Socket Communication. This method ensures the com-
munication function based on the client/server mode. The
RobotStudio software installed on the industrial computer
works as a client, and the manipulator controller connects
to the industrial computer with an ethernet cable acting as
a server. When the program starts, the client will first request
for the “write access” from the server and then send motion
instructions to the server periodically after obtaining the
“write access”. On the server’s side, the controller will get
these instructions to control the manipulator; meanwhile,
real-time status of the manipulator will be fed back to the
client; the specific process of the socket communication is
illustrated in Figure 8.

It is necessary to edit programs on both RobotStudio soft-
ware and the controller if this method is applied to realize the
real-time control of the manipulator. Definitely, this method
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allows us to control the manipulator in real-time; however,
we cannot get rid of this RobotStudio software which does
not provide an external device input interface. In otherwords,
reading the data sent from the inertial navigation sensor with
this software is not available; therefore, thismethod is also not
suitable for our VSFOS.

4.3. Developing Software Using PC SDK. PC SDK (Software
Development Kit) allows end-users to add their own cus-
tomized operator interfaces for the IRC5 controller. Hence,
users can control the manipulator over a network from a
tailored application on a PC. Furthermore, this application
can be developed with any programming language in any
development environment. In our case, we developed a
control software application written in C Sharp language in
Visual Studio compiling environment. This software makes
use of theAPI functions provided by theABBCompany to get

access to the manipulator controller very easily; the proposed
solution is illustrated in Figure 9.

The classes used to access to the manipulator controller
functionality together make up the controller API, in which
there are many functions that can be used to obtain or change
the value of the control variables of the manipulator. A part
of the controller API object model is shown in Figure 10.

Instead of requesting the “write access” in advance, the
control software can send instructions to the manipulator
directly by invoking the API functions, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 10. Having connection with the controller, going through
the “Rapid-Task-Module-Routine-RapidData” route, we can
get access to the “RapidData”. This last one model stores
the information of the control variables of the manipulator.
Hence, we can read the values of the variables to get the real-
time information about the manipulator and send instruc-
tions to control the manipulator by writing new values for
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Figure 11: Connection to the manipulator controller.

the variables. The software interface is very simple and easy to
operate with many integrated functions, making use of which
we can truly realize the real-time control of the manipulator.
Not restricted by the given RobotStudio software, as well
as the programming language, this method is confirmed
to be the best one to ensure the communication with the
manipulator compared to the above two methods.

5. Simulation and Experimental Results

For the sake of validation of the performance of the proposed
solution, two experiments have been carried out, one of
which is a simulation test to demonstrate the network
communication and function of the control software, while
the second one is performed in the laboratory with the real
VSFOS working in 3D space.

5.1. Simulation Scenario: Communication and Function Tests.
In this simulation test, the control software and the Robot-
Studio software are running on the same industrial computer.
The RobotStudio software is used to build the manipulator
model and create a virtual controller for IRB 1600.The default
IP address of the virtual controller is “127.0.0.1”, and for
distinction, we change its system ID to “manipulator-1”. The
control software can be connected to the manipulator by
searching the on-line controllers. Once the virtual controller
is found, the network connection will be established after
confirming the IP address and the system ID.

As shown in Figure 11, when the communication bridge
between the controller and the control software is built up,
the button namewill change from “Connect” to “Connected”.
At the same time, a prompt box will pop up to inform the
user of the connection status. Since the communication is
unblocked, motion instructions can be sent to the controller.
A particular geometrical path for the end-effector of the
manipulator beforehand and the path function is expressed
as follows.

𝑥 = 800 + 200 sin (2𝑡 + 𝜋
2 )

𝑦 = 200 cos (2𝑡 + 𝜋
2 )

(0 ≤ 𝑡 < 100)
(10)

𝑥 = 1000 − 100 (𝑡 − 100)
𝑦 = −10𝑡√3

(100 ≤ 𝑡 < 130)
𝑥 = 700
𝑦 = −100√3 + 10√3𝑡

(130 ≤ 𝑡 < 150)
𝑥 = 700 + 10𝑡
𝑦 = 100√3 − 10√3𝑡

(150 ≤ 𝑡 < 180)
𝑥 = 1000 − 7.5𝑡
𝑦 = −7.5𝑡√3

(180 ≤ 𝑡 < 200)

(11)

𝑥 = 800 + 100 sin (2𝑡 + 5𝜋
6 )

𝑦 = 100 cos(2𝑡 + 5𝜋
6 )

(200 ≤ 𝑡 < 300)
(12)

The corresponding trajectory is illustrated in Figure 12.
In order to get a better observation of the simulation results,
we tracked the actual trajectory of the TCP. This trajectory is
able to be displayed on RobotStudio software in real-time, as
illustrated in Figure 13.

While conducting the simulation test, it can be seen
from the RobotStudio software that the manipulator TCP
moved along the designed path very accurately and quickly.
In addition, the actual end trajectory is quite similar to the
designed one according to Figures 12 and 13. In order to
demonstrate the network communication function of the
control software, further analysis of the control result is
necessary. Since the motion instructions are distributed to
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Figure 12: The designed trajectory of the end-effector.

Figure 13: Trajectory of the TCP of IRB 1600.
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Figure 14: The planned joint angles and the actual joint angles of axis 2 and axis 3.

the joint motors with a series of joint angles, it is intuitive to
compare the planned joint angles to the actual joint angles.
Therefore, we collect the planned joint angles data and the
actual joint angles data which are recorded in the simulation
test. The joint 2 and joint 3 with quick movement in the test

are taken as an example. A time plot of these joint angles is
presented in Figure 14, and the time plot for the tracking error
of the joint angles is displayed in Figure 15.

From Figures 14 and 15, it can be seen that the joint angles
curves of the planned trajectory and the actual one are almost
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overlapping and the tracking errors of the joint angles of axis
2 and axis 3 are less than 0.12∘. Therefore, we can conclude
that the manipulator moves in strict accordance with the
planned joint angles; this also means that the generated
instructions have been correctly transmitted to the controller,
which can prove that the network communication is well
working experiment.

5.2. Experiment Scenario: 3D Space Operation Test. Since the
research of underwater docking is becoming a timely research
topic recently, then before we put the manipulator on the
6-DOF parallel platform, we conduct a 3D space operation
test in our laboratory with the current system. This 3D space
operation test is carried out to test the performance of the
hardware equipment of VSFOS while performing the simula-
tion operations of underwater docking. In this test, amarking
pen is installed at the end-effector of the serial manipulator
as an operation tool, and the 6-DOF parallel platform rotates
along its central axis to simulate the underwater vehiclewhich
is disturbed by the current and waiting for docking. In the

end, the marking pen will draw circles in the corresponding
plane to which the 6-DOF parallel platform is moving, as
illustrated in Figure 16. The operational tool is installed on
the mobile vehicle platform. And the operating objective is
a fixed underwater vehicle. Since the INS cannot accurately
measure the linear movements in 3 axes, the underwater sal-
vage scenario is equivalently translated into the experiment
scenario as shown in the right subgraph of Figure 16. The
operational tool, underwater vehicle, and underwater inter-
facing are simulated with ABBmanipulator, 6-DOF platform,
and drawing circles, respectively. The relative movement
situations of simulation scenario are similar to the actual
underwater scenario.

When the 6-DOF parallel platform starts moving, the
inertial navigation sensor measures the attitude change of
the platform, namely, the roll and the pitch angles of the
plane that the 6-DOF parallel platform changed to. Since
the inertial navigation sensor cannot measure the position
change information, we make the central point of the 6-
DOF parallel platform remain unchanged. As a result, we
get the new position and orientation information about the
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Figure 17: Expected result of the 3D space operation test. JX, JY mean the rotation angles along X axis and Y axis.
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Figure 18: Experimental result of the 3D space operation test.

target points of the operation tool of the manipulator. At
the beginning, when the 6-DOF parallel platform stays in
the horizontal plane, the manipulator is designed to follow
the planned circular trajectory. The coordinates of its central
point are denoted by O (a, b, c), and the radius of the planned
circle is R. If we consider a pointM on this circle, the position
coordinates of this point M (X, Y, Z) can be expressed as
follows.

𝑋 = 𝑎 + 𝑅 sin (𝜃)
𝑌 = 𝑏 + 𝑅 cos (𝜃)
𝑍 = 𝑐

(0 ≤ 𝜃 ≤ 2𝜋)
(13)

When the platform rotates JX degrees along its X axis, JY
degrees along its Y axis, and JZ degrees along its Z axis, the
upper surface of the platform changes from the horizontal
plane to plane 1, whose yaw, pitch, and roll angles are JX
degrees, JY degrees, and JZ degrees. Similarly, point M will
change to point M; the position coordinates of point M(X,
Y, Z) are as follows.

𝑋 = 𝑅 cos (𝜃) cos (𝐽𝑌) + 𝑎
𝑌 = 𝑅 sin (𝜃) sin (𝐽𝑋) sin (𝐽𝑌) + 𝑅 cos (𝜃) cos (𝐽𝑋)

+ 𝑏

𝑍 = 𝑅 sin (𝜃) cos (𝐽𝑋) sin (𝐽𝑌) − 𝑅 cos (𝜃) sin (𝐽𝑋)
+ 𝑐

(0 ≤ 𝜃 ≤ 2𝜋)
(14)

From (13) and (14), it is obvious that as long as we get
the position coordinates of the central point and the attitude
change information, we can calculate the corresponding
designed trajectory in plane 1. In this test, considering the
height of the 6-DOF parallel platform, we set the position
coordinates of the central point of the planned circle as
(900mm, 0, 700mm), and the radius is set to 100mm; thus,
the trajectory equations of the TCP in plane 1 are as follows.

𝑋 = 100 cos (𝜃) cos (𝐽𝑌) + 900
𝑌 = 100 (sin (𝜃) sin (𝐽𝑋) sin (𝐽𝑌) + cos (𝜃) cos (𝐽𝑋))
𝑍 = 100 (sin (𝜃) cos (𝐽𝑋) sin (𝐽𝑌) − cos (𝜃) sin (𝐽𝑋))

+ 700
(0 ≤ 𝜃 ≤ 2𝜋)

(15)

By collecting the planned and actual position information
of the TCP, the results are displayed in Figures 17 and 18.
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Figure 19: View of the planned and the actual trajectories of the 3D space operation test.

In the first stage of this experiment, the platform remains
still; thus, the first circle is drawn in the horizontal plane, i.e.,
plane 1. Then, the platform rotates 0 degrees along the X axis
and 34.6 degrees along the Y axis. As a result, themanipulator
adjusts the attitude of the marking pen and draws a circle in
plane 2. In stage 3, the platform is rotated 41 degrees along
the X axis and 0 degrees along the Y axis. And the last circle
is drawn in plane 3, as illustrated in Figure 19.

According to test results in Figure 19, the TCP of the
manipulator moves in a well accordance with the planned
trajectorywhendrawing the circles in 3D space, except for the
moments when the platform changes its attitude suddenly. At
those transient instants, the tracking process is a little delayed.

To take a further analysis of the reasons, we can make use of
the collected joint angles information.

Since the variation range of joint 5 is the biggest one and
joint 1 is the smallest, then, we chose to take the angles of joint
5 and joint 1 as an example; a time plot of these joint angles is
shown in Figure 20, and their tracking errors are illustrated
in Figures 21 and 22.

As presented in Figures 19 and 20, the joint angles of
the actual trajectory are almost overlapped with the planned
trajectory. And the joint angles can be fast and stable track
to complete the entire trajectory. As it can be observed in
Figures 21 and 22, the tracking error in three interim instants
is bigger than the others.
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Figure 21: The tracking error of the joint angles of joint 1.
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Figure 22: The tracking error of the joint angles of joint 5.

It is worth noting, from these two figures, that at the
instant we change the attitude of the platform, the joint
angles of the planned trajectory change quickly, while the
actual ones are slightly delayed. Concerning the control
cycle of the control software and the velocity of the TCP,
the attitude changing speed of the platform is much faster
than the moving speed of the manipulator. At the moment
when the platform changes its attitude, the inertial navigation
sensor detects that change information; as a result, a new
trajectory in a new plane will be generated. Meanwhile, the
manipulator is still following the orders from the previous
control cycle and moving in the previous plane; therefore,
the joint angles of the planned trajectory are very different
from those of the actual trajectory at this instant. However,
except for these three moments, an average value of the
tracking error of the joint angles is mainly less than 0.7∘,

which is acceptable when taking into account the measuring
errors. The obtained experimental results show clearly that
the proposed equipment hardware of VSFOS is working well
in 3D space manipulation tasks.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper mainly introduces a new virtual submerged float-
ing operational system (VSFOS), which makes it faster and
much sager to conduct underwater operational simulations.
The hardware framework and software structure of VSFOS
are introduced in detail. And two critical questions regarding
the manipulator kinematics and the communication with the
manipulator are highlighted. In the end, two experiments
have been conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed VSFOS.
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The developed control software and the RobotStudio
modeling software are combined together to test the devel-
oped system hardware and software framework. The test
results have shown that the end-effector of the manipulator
can follow the desired trajectory with developed system
framework. An underwater salvage simulation test is then
conducted. The end-effector of the manipulator can move
according to specified trajectory on the mobile operational
interface.

In the future, some follow-up works demand further
research, namely, improving the operational precision and
reducing the response time of VSFOS. Some operational tools
will be designed and installed on the end-effector of the
manipulator to perform difficult subject.
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